INDIA’S 1ST MODULAR KITCHEN RETAIL BRAND THAT PROVIDES LIFETIME WARRANTY* ON MODULAR KITCHENS.
KIWVA HOMES is a modular kitchen retail brand located in Gurgaon, Haryana.

It was founded by Mohit Thakral in 2017 with the aim to provide the best quality modular kitchens & modular wardrobes to the home owners at affordable rates.

We are India’s 1st modular kitchen retail brand that provides lifetime warranty & lifetime after sales service on modular kitchens.

VISION:
“To provide you budget friendly modular kitchens.”

MISSION:
To become one of the most valuable “budget friendly modular kitchen” brand in the world.

FROM THE FOUNDER:
“Being the heart of the home a modular kitchen has become the necessity for every housewife these days. Whether she loves to cook or not but she needs a well organised & easy to maintain kitchen & most importantly that suits her lifestyle. We live in a country where 10 years back no one cared about their home interiors. But now as time has changed, the living standard of people have also changed due to the change in their lifestyle & technology. People are now more aware about the latest trends in interior design than ever before.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHY KIWWVA?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIFETIME WARRANTY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 100+ PROJECTS COMPLETED     | HIGH QUALITY MATERIAL | MAID FRIENDLY KITCHENS | VASTU COMPLIANCE KITCHENS |
TYPES OF MODULAR KITCHEN

L-SHAPED KITCHEN  U-SHAPED KITCHEN  G-SHAPED KITCHEN

STRAIGHT LINE KITCHEN  GALLEY KITCHEN
L-SHAPED KITCHEN

One of the most efficient layouts for the modular home is the “L-shaped” kitchen layout. “L-shaped” kitchens offer an easy & efficient work space & allow appliances & cabinets to be installed along right angled walls with an open area in the centre which also can be used for an Island.

“L-shaped” kitchens are the great proposer of the working triangle with work stations set out on 2 different walls. You do not have to walk too far to reach different zones for preparing & cooking the food & washing the utensils. It saves a lot of energy & you can do a lot more cooking in the kitchen as well. “L-shaped” kitchen only use 2 walls which means they naturally open up space. Open plan kitchen designs make life easy when entertaining - You don’t miss out on the fun.

U-SHAPED KITCHEN

One of the most common kitchen layout is ”U-shaped” kitchen layout. A ”U-shaped” kitchen is a kitchen design that features 3 walls that are lined with cabinets & appliances. It maximises the wall space by using the cabinets. Hence, more storage availability. The ”U-shaped” kitchen layout is very easy to access at various areas of kitchen for home owners without needing to walk across the room.

”U-shaped” kitchens can be designed for small or large spaces. They allow ample storage & surround you with benchtops on 3 sides- So there is a plenty of space to cook & prepare the food. One major benefit of a ”U-shaped” kitchen is that 2 or more cooks can operate at the same time- Great for when you are entertaining or simply have a big family to feed.
G-SHAPED KITCHEN

“G-shaped” kitchen is an altered version of the “U-shaped” kitchen. “G-shaped” kitchen layout makes the room spacious & opens up the wall to the nearby room & creates a pass through. It is best suited to those who wants to use any area of the kitchen. It is completed by adding peninsula to create the complete “G-shaped” kitchen layout.
A “G-shaped” kitchen provides preparation, cooking & cleanup areas within an easily accessible position.

STRAIGHT LINE KITCHEN

Also known as ”Single Line Kitchen” is designed entirely along a single wall. Like the galley kitchen, single wall kitchens are almost exclusively used in apartments. A single wall kitchen layout means that all of the appliances, hob & sink are within arm’s reach at most times. The sink in the one wall kitchen generally sits between the oven & the refrigerator & counter space is then placed both sides.

GALLEY KITCHEN

A ”Galley Kitchen”, also known as ”Parallel Shaped” kitchen, is a narrow kitchen that has counters on either side of a central walkway. These kitchens are generally thought of small in size but they can be quiet long although narrow.

If designed from the beginning, these kitchens are usually ergonomically effective as everything has to fit into the space. It is really easy to design a basic working triangle when designing a ”Galley Kitchen”. The compact work triangle is one of the advantages of a ”Parallel Shaped” kitchen. The design makes it stress free when you are preparing food as you do not have to move from one zone to another again & again. Every zone is just a few steps away from each other that results in effective cooking, preparing & washing.
HINGED WARDROBE

In hinged door wardrobe, the hinged door is fixed to the wardrobe with hinges. When you pull the handles of the door, it swings wide open, providing the full view of the closet. Moreover, in a hinged wardrobe, hooks and pockets can be installed on the inside of the doors for ties, belts etc. Hinged wardrobe comes in many designs and textures. One can also take in decorative door handles to match the design of the wardrobe. Hinged wardrobes are easy to maintain as hinges can be replaced when worn out or tightened easily. Hinged wardrobes can be made at any angle so every corner can be utilized.

SLIDING WARDROBE

Sliding door wardrobe are trending nowadays as it involves gliding the door of the wardrobe horizontally and thus saving space. It is easy to install and also provides storage flexibility as it has personalized spacious hanging rails, shelves, drawers and compartments for shoes as well. It gives the room an elegant look and glass or mirror sliding doors add more beauty to the room and give the room an extant look. You can also customize sliding doors according to your interiors and appreciate the storage space and sleekness by the sliding panels.

SLIDING FOLDING WARDROBE

Sliding folding wardrobe door or bi-fold wardrobe door opens outwards towards the edge of the closet. These wardrobes are compact as they are suitable where space is limited. Bi-fold wardrobes can be made from a variety of materials and it also comes in distinct designs. It provides great functionality and maximizes the wardrobe space. Sliding folding wardrobe is easy to maintain and offers a present day look. Choose which kind of wardrobe you want for your room, keeping in mind the size and shape of your room.
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